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The Software Encyclopedia
Tournament Season is Here!!!! Are you a parent looking to keep tracks of your kid's progress
throughought the seeason? Maybe you are a coach who needs to keep up with players stats that would
allow you to be able to make improvements as the season progresses. If oyu answered yes to any of these
quesions and you need help in those areas then The Ultimate Softball Stats Book is For you!! Here's
what you will get when you purchase The Ultimate Softball Stats Book. 60 pages of stats tracking.
Durable construction that allows oyu to hold on to those records for a long time. Fields for players stats
includes H, HR, 2B, RBI and more A section for your pitchers stats as well. You will have no problem
remembering which kid did what after each game. This book makes record keeping simple and easy.
Don't finish your season without a copy of this book. Add to cart and checkout right away.

The Baseball Bibliography
Video Source Book
Taking a cue from the legendary TV game show Name That Tune, Wayne Stewart's Name That
Ballplayer is a unique baseball quiz book. This is not just a list of questions followed by the answers.
Readers are given three sets of clues to help them name the ballplayer in question. If they get the player
on the first clue, they are awarded five points. If they require a second clue, they get only three points.
And if they need the final clue they're still rewarded, but with only one point. Not only are the clues
given in "tiers," but the book's four chapters run from extremely easy (e.g., identifying the likes of Babe
Ruth and Hank Aaron) to much more obscure (where was Mickey Mantle born? what do you remember
about Johnny Bench?).

AKA Shakespeare
With hundreds of listings of books and databases, this book saves writers research time and frustration by
pointing them straight to the information they need to create better, more accurate fiction and
nonfiction.

Your Vital Statistics
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Presents the one hundred greatest records in the history of Major League Baseball, including such
records as most steals of home, longest game, and most games managed.

My Ultimate Softball Journal
The ultimate guide to sports, this book is the perfect reference for the Tokyo Olympics in 2020 - an
amazing year for sport. Discover the origins, rules, and key players for more than 200 sports - from
equestrian sports, athletics and gymnastics to winter sports and extreme sports. Learn the key skills and
tactics of the world's best competitors, along with the latest facts and statistics, including updated world
and Olympic records. This fully revised edition includes fully up-to-date information on the rules and
results for more than 200 of the world's greatest sports such as football, cricket, basketball and golf. It
also offers an exciting overview of the hugely anticipated Olympic and Paralympic Games in Tokyo
2020, along with coverage of all previous Olympics, and profiles every Olympic sport, including the new
ones for Tokyo - baseball, softball, karate, sport climbing, surfing, and skateboarding. The Sports Book is
perfect for any sports buffs in need of an ultimate quick-reference guide, or anyone looking to top up
their sports knowledge.

The Hidden Game of Baseball
Lists more than 1,600 colleges and universities and provides information about admissions and academic
programs.

Books in Print Supplement
A visual tribute to the history of baseball combines lyrical verses by the award-winning author of Good
Luck, Mrs. K! with evocative period-style illustrations by the best-selling artist of Angela and the Baby
Jesus.

Guide to Reference Books
In a collective biography of the greatest players in baseball, this distinctly nonstatistical guide to
America's pastime presents more than 5700 profiles, five hundred photographs, and interesting historical
facts

The Book
Written by three esteemed baseball statisticians, The Book continues where the legendary Bill James's
Baseball Abstracts and Palmer and Thorn's The Hidden Game of Baseball left off more than twenty
years ago. Continuing in the grand tradition of sabermetrics, the authors provide a revolutionary way to
think about baseball with principles that can be applied at every level, from high school to the major
leagues.Tom Tango, Mitchel Lichtman, and Andrew Dolphin cover topics such as batting and pitching
matchups, platooning, the benefits and risks of intentional walks and sacrifices, the legitimacy of alleged
“clutch” hitters, and many of baseball's other theories on hitting, fielding, pitching, and even
baserunning. They analyze when a strategy is a good idea and when it's a bad idea, and how to more
closely watch the “inside” game of baseball.Whenever you hear an announcer talk about the
“unwritten rule” or say that so-and-so is going “by the book” in bringing in a situational substitute,
The Book reviews the facts and determines what the real case is. If you want to know what the folks in
baseball should be doing, find out in The Book.
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Best Books for High School Readers
Explains how Billy Beene, the general manager of the Oakland Athletics, is using a new kind of thinking
to build a successful and winning baseball team without spending enormous sums of money.

The Ultimate Softball Stats Book
Presents an annotated bibliography of general and subject reference books covering the humanities,
social and behavioral sciences, history, science, technology, and medicine.

Ultimate Guide to Baseball
Information on over 250 sports, including rules and trivia.

Moneyball (Movie Tie-in Edition) (Movie Tie-in Editions)
American Book Publishing Record
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general
interest/education, sports/recreation, fine arts, health/science, business/industry, children/juvenile,
how-to/instruction.

Best Books for Children, Preschool Through Grade 6
"The perfect gift for the diehard fan in your life or an enviable treasure for yourself, The Ultimate
Yankee Book is the most current and comprehensive resource of trivia, people and stories from the
teams creation in 1901 to today. Harvey Frommer is a renowned baseball historian and the author of
The New York Yankee Encyclopedia. In many ways, this book is an expansion and renovation of that
book, adding new stories such as the Steinbrenner owners and famed recent legends such as Derek Jeter
and A-Rod. But it goes beyond the first book. Far more than just stories, the book is packed with enough
statistics, bests-and-worsts, oddities and assorted data to satisfy serious trivia junkies. One of the best new
features is the Yankee March of Time, including essential trivia from every year, and the daring and
daunting Ultimate Yankee Quiz. Test your own knowledge or that of friends and family at your next
gathering or World Series party with 150 questions and detailed answers in this fun, informative quiz.
Fans of the Yankees are proud to call their team the greatest of all time not only have they boasted the
most World Series championships and the most players in the Hall of Fame, they re also the most hotly
discussed team in the news media, social media and in books."--Publisher's description.

The Baseball Maniac's Almanac
Grand slam! Inspiring baseball biographies for young fans It's the bottom of the ninth, bases are loaded,
and your team is down by three--who do you want coming up to bat? Baseball Biographies for Kids
answers this question and more! Bursting with statistics and impressive feats from the greatest players of
the last 60 years, this lineup of inspirational baseball biographies shows you what it takes to be a real
MVP. Discover the ultimate dream team as you explore the best pros for each position. You'll also get
quick looks into some truly legendary baseball players and lots of fun facts! Baseball Biographies for Kids
includes: Modern stars, real stories--From Cal Ripken Jr. to David Ortiz, you'll discover the players who
truly defined the game. Tons of stats--Each biography includes critical info, including games played,
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ERA, hits, and more. Draft your own all-star team--Fill out the included starting lineup sheet with your
picks for each position. These baseball biographies really knock it out of the park for big fans and
aspiring players!

Softball Scorebook
As America's pastime since the mid-1800s, baseball offers the sights, sounds, and even smells that are
deeply entrenched in our culture. But for some, the experience can be less sensory. Some, such as Ryan
Spaeder and Kevin Reavy, live for baseball statistics. Stats give the game historical context and
measurables for past, present, and predictive analysis. Incredible Baseball Stats, newly updated, helps tell
unique baseball stories, showcasing extraordinary stats and facts in baseball history, through the 2018
season. For example, in 2015, the Nationals’ Bryce Harper broke out in a major way. He batted
.330/.460/.649 with 42 home runs en route to his first MVP Award. It was his fourth MLB season, but
he was still younger than NL Rookie of the Year Kris Bryant. He became the youngest player to lead the
league in both on-base percentage and homers in the same season since Ty Cobb in 1909. The authors
have scoured the records for untold tales and looked at familiar ones with new statistical insights, to
create Incredible Baseball Stats, a perfect book for baseball fans from coast to coast. Skyhorse Publishing,
as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers
interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball,
hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team. Whether you are a New York Yankees
fan or hail from Red Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan;
whether you root for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks;
whether you route for the Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles
Kings; we have a book for you. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by
other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Baseball Biographies for Kids
Presents information about baseball records, including most homeruns, most stolen bases, and most
innings pitched.

Incredible Baseball Stats
A collection of fun facts about baseball.

The Barstool Book of Sports
This book is perfect for anyone who wants to keep score at a softball game. This book has over 120
sheets for you to record stats, trends, and performance of players on your favorite team. If you're a fan of
softball, keeping score with this book is a great way to get involved with the game. This book is easy to
follow and makes a great gift for the most avid fan. This book measures 8.5 x 11 and is the perfect size
for portability and storage.

The Ballplayers
The New Zealand Official Year-book
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Sports debates are the foundation of every fan’s night out. But it’s not enough merely to have these
inebriated arguments—you must win them, too. Enter The Barstool Book Of Sports: a disorderly debate
bible that’s jam-packed with hilarious lists, irreverent sidebars, and edgy illustrations that will help you
transform your sports knowledge and sound smarter and more confident than everyone else in drunken
trivia duels—even when you can’t see straight. Forget boring “Player X vs. Player Y” fights. This
book tackles the hard-hitting stuff: Who are the best fat athletes of all time? Where’s the saddest fan
base in America? What are the dumbest athlete injuries ever? Which nonsensical sports conspiracy is just
plausible enough to actually be true? Which NFL player should star alongside CGI animals in the
football version of Space Jam? Consider it the ultimate toast to every intoxicated argument you’ve ever
had.

The Major League Baseball Ultimate Book of Records
Baseball's Top 100
Cumulative Book Index
Name That Ballplayer
The Ultimate Yankee Book
An addictive read, sure to spark conversation wherever baseball is spoken, the third edition of The
Baseball Maniac’s Almanac is part reference, part trivia, part brain teaser, and absolutely the greatest,
most unusual, and thorough compendium of baseball stats and facts ever compiled.

Baseball Is . . .
The Complete Book of Colleges
"With over 57,000 entries, this two-volume set is the most comprehensive non-electronic, non-database,
print bibliography on any American sport. Represented here are books and monographs, scholarly
papers, government documents, doctoral dissertations, mas

The Cumulative Book Index
"The purpose of this book is to provide a comprehensive overview of popular sports to sport enthusiasts
and those interested in getting involved in programming multisport opportunities"--

Mlb All Stars 2019
This is the 2018-19 MLB edition of the best selling All Stars series! With more players, more detail, more
statistics and more excitement for baseball fans of all ages! Featuring all 30 current team logos, over 45
high quality player illustrations and a new "Design Your Own Team" section. MLB All Stars 2019 is the
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ultimate coloring book for the creative baseball fan and the perfect gift for children and adults alike!
Includes: Mookie Betts, George Springer, Freddie Freeman, Charlie Blackmon, Corey Kluber, Jake
Arrieta, Gleyber Torres, Bryce Harper, Buster Posey, Brock Holt, Joey Votto, Chris Sale, Javier Baez,
Jon Lester, Jose Altuve, Xander Bogaerts, Cody Bellinger, Jose Abreu, Edwin Diaz, Kris Bryant, Justin
Verlander, Manny Machado, Matt Kemp, Clayton Kershaw, Aroldis Chapman, Paul Goldschmidt,
Mike Trout, J.D. Martinez, Zach Greinke, Aaron Judge and many more! 130 Pages, printed on thick
white paper to help prevent bleed. Individual pages (no backside printing) on all player and 'design'
pages. Ages 4+ A wonderful gift idea! This book is guaranteed to bring a smile to any baseball fan,
young or old!

The Ultimate Collection of Pro Baseball Records
Use this book for recording your baseball team's stats. This book is great for recording stats for any
baseball team that you are on or a fan of, from backyard playing to an organized team. Keep track of AtBats, Hits, Runs, Home Runs, Runs Batted In (RBI), and Stolen Bases. You can record up to 20 players'
stats for each game, and you can record up to 100 games with this book. Enjoy this Team Colors cover
edition!

The Sports Rules Book
First published in 1984, The Hidden Game of Baseball ushered in the sabermetric revolution by
demonstrating that we were thinking about baseball stats{u2014}and thus the game itself{u2014}all
wrong. This brand-new edition retains the body of the original, with its rich, accessible analysis rooted in
a deep love of baseball, while adding a new introduction by the authors tracing the book{u2019}s
influence over the years.

Ultimate Book of Sports
- More than 6,500 books in the initial clothbound volume, plus more than 2,400 new titles in four annual
supplements. - New coverage of biographies, art, sports, Islam and the Middle East, and cultural
diversity. - Special focus on graphic novels, primary source materials, nonbook materials, and
periodicals. - Analytic entries for items in collections and anthologies.

Baseball Game Stats Book
Since the first pitch was thrown, MLB has tracked the performance of every team and player,
documented every hit and measured every home run. And while some plays are part of the everyday
game, there are moments in baseball when a player's performance reaches a new level of greatness and
new records are made. The Major League Baseball Ultimate Book of Records catalogs the game's most
remarkable achievements, as well as some of the less traditional and quirky stats that all play a part in the
game. MLB's team of in-house writers, researchers and historians have scoured the history of the game
and written the most accurate, complete and definitive record of baseball stats and achievements. Major
League Baseball Ultimate Book of Records documents the absolute best of the best and packs each
achievement into this lavishly illustrated book where fans will be treated to never-before-seen
photographs of their favourite players. Double-page spreads will show Henderson racing to second base
to claim the stolen base record, while another full color spread celebrates Bond's crushing hit that set a
new threshold for most home-runs. All the records are here, each with an account of events and
spectacular photographs that make this truly the most spectacular baseball book ever published.
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The Writer's Ultimate Research Guide
Senior High Core Collection
Carry the memories with youliterally! Your softball player will LOVE recording memories, tracking stats
and so much more in this fun and humorous softball journal that fits perfectly in their softball bag, ready
to use again later. In this second edition, we've listened to our readers and added in a place to record this
season's softball schedule as well as a place to list the names and phone #s for all of the great friends
they've made this season. Between the memories recorded and the fun softball quotes, every page will be
full of smiles they will cherish for a lifetime! Great for teens, college players and young girls alike. Now go
out and make some memories! Scroll Up and Buy Your Copy Today!

Forthcoming Books
Provides an annotated listing of recommended reading material for students in grades nine through
twelve, or ages fifteen through eighteen.

The Sports Book
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